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71-84 Choose the correct degree of comparison
71. The baby is less ugly than you. (positive)

1. you are not so ugly as you 2. The baby is not so ugly as you
3. You are little so ugly as you 4. all

72. I earn less money then a post man (positive)
1. I earn as little money as a postman   2. A postman do not as little money as I do
3. A postman do not as little money as I am            4. all

73. He is not so stupid as lazy
1. He is lazier than stupid 2. He is less lazy than stupid
3. He is more lazy than stupid 4. all

74. Mary’s taller than her three sisters. (superlative)
1. Mary is the tallest of all girls 2. Mary is the tallest of her three sisters
3. Mary is the tallest girl 4. Mary is the tallest of the four girls.

75. He plays better than everybody else in the team (superlative)
1. He’s the best in the team 2. He is the worst in the team
3. He is good in the team 4. He is well in the team

76. She is older than I (positive)
1. Iam as old as she 2. Iam not so old as she is
3. Iam not older than she 4. None

77. No one in the world is as happy as I (superlative)
1. Iam the happiest man of the world 2. Iam not the happiest man of the world
3. Iam the happiest man in the world 4. all

78. You’re more stubborn than any body
1. somebody is more stubborn than you2. Nobody is as stubborn as you
3. Anybody is as stubborn as you 4. Anybody is less as stubborn as you

79. Iam as strong as he
1. He is as strong as I 2. He is not stronger than I
3. He was not stronger than I 4. None

80. She is not the tallest of all the girls in the class.
1. She is not taller than some other girls in the class
2. Some other girls in the class are perhaps taller than she
3. Some other girls in the class are at least as tall as she 4. all

81. Very few cities in India are as rich as Mumbai
1. Mumbai is richer than most other cities in India.
2. Mumbai is one of the richest cities in India
3. Mumbai is less rich than many other cities in India 4. Both 1 & 2

82. No other democracy in the world is as large as India.
1. India is one of the largest democracy counties in the world.
2. India is larger than any other democracy in the world
3. India is the largest democracy in the world 4. Both 2 & 3

83. It is better to starve than beg
1. It is as good beg as starve 2. It is not as good to beg as starve
3. It is as good to starve as beg 4. Both 2 & 3

84. He would sooner die than tell a lie
1. He would not as soon tell a lie as die 2. He would as soon tell a lie as die
3. He would not sooner tell a lie than die          4. none

85-94 Choose the suitable Idioms
Read the Passage

Venkata Rao was a rich man. He wanted to       85      some business in the tolon.
So he       86      a lot of money from the bank. On an auspicious day he started his
medical business, which increased by leaps and bounds. He became so busy that he
could not      87      for any rest. He used to      88     very early in the morning and go
to his office. In the afternoon he would      89     his shirt and      90      on his couch
in the office. After a nap he would put on his shirt. Then he would      91      the mirrior
and       92      himself admiringly.

Anyhow he      93     some fame in the town even when he went abroad. Everybody
believed that he had       94      a new man

85. 1. set up 2. set out 3. set at 4. set in
86. 1. takes out 2. took out 3. taken out 4. none
87. 1. look time off 2. took time off 3. take time off 4. take time out
88. 1. get out 2. get off 3. get in 4. get up
89. 1. take off 2. takes off 3. took off 4. have taken off
90. 1.laid down 2. lie down 3. laid up 4. lie up
91. 1. look after 2. look for 3. look into 4. look on
92. 1. look up 2. look up to 3. look to 4. look at
93. 1. leave behind 2. left behind 3. made over 4. made out
94. 1. changed into 2. run into 3. come into 4. rush into
95. In which method should the teaching of grammar be shifted from fomal to functional?

1. Direct method 2. Grammar Translation method
3. Bilingual method 4. Audio-Lingual method

96. Word is the unit of speech in
1. Direct method 2. Grammar Translation method
3. Bilingual method 4. Audio-Lingual method

97. The structural approach was created by
1. Chomsky 2. H. Sharp 3. Charles Fries   4. Hymes

98. Notional - Functional syllabus and Task - based syallbus are based for
1. Structural approach 2. Oral approach
3. Audio - lingual approach 4. Communicative approach

99. In the Direct method, The words first are taught with help of
1. pictures 2. objects 3. performing actions 4. all

100. What kind of technique can be used in Bilingual method?
1. Reading technique 2. Drills 3. Role Play 4. Situationalizam
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(x+3)(x+9)(x2+12x+35)
   

x4+ax3+bx2+cx+d=(x2+px+q)2 2q=
2b - a/2 b2 - a2/4 b + a2/4 b - a2/4

 a4(b-c)+b4(c-a)+c4(a-b)=k(a-b)(b-c)(c-a) (a2+b2+
c2+ab +bc+ca) k=

   
x4-6x3-16x2+25x+10 x2-2x+k 

x+a k=
   

p(x)=g(x).q(x)+r(x) p(x) =q(x)
g(x) 

   
kx3+4x2+3x-4 x3-4x+k x-3

k=
   

(log16x)2-log16x+log16k= 0 k 


   
(p2+q2)x2-2q(p+r)x+(q2+r2) 

p,q,r 
A.P G.P H.P 
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p(x), q(x) 12x2(x+a)(x2-

a2) x(x+a) p(x)=4x(x+a)2 q(x)=
3x2(x2+a2) 3x2(a2-x2)
3x2(x2-a2) 12x2(x2+a2)

4x3+3x2-12ax-52x3+ax2-6x+2
   (x-1) (x+2)R1 R2 

3R1+R2+28=0  a=
   

4x4-2x3-6x2+x-5 2x2+x-2 


-5x-3 -3x+5 3x+5 -3x-5
x3-(a+4)x2+(4a+c)x+d (x-a) a=

d/c c/d -d/c -c/d
x2+px+12=0 x2+px+q=0 
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Q.No Ans Q.No Ans Q.No Ans Q.No Ans
1 4 51 2 101 1 151 1
2 3 52 1 102 2 152 3
3 2 53 3 103 1 153 2
4 4 54 2 104 3 154 3
5 3 55 1 105 1 155 4
6 4 56 3 106 2 156 2
7 2 57 4 107 2 157 3
8 4 58 4 108 4 158 4
9 2 59 2 109 2 159 1

10 3 60 4 110 2 160 3
11 2 61 4 111 2 161 4
12 4 62 4 112 2 162 2
13 3 63 3 113 1 163 4
14 3 64 2 114 1 164 3
15 2 65 2 115 3 165 2
16 3 66 3 116 2 166 3
17 1 67 4 117 1 167 2
18 2 68 3 118 2 168 3
19 3 69 4 119 3 169 4
20 1 70 2 120 2 170 2
21 1 71 2 121 1 171 1
22 2 72 1 122 1 172 1
23 1 73 3 123 3 173 3
24 2 74 4 124 4 174 4
25 3 75 1 125 2 175 4
26 2 76 2 126 1 176 1
27 1 77 3 127 2 177 4
28 3 78 2 128 3 178 3
29 1 79 2 129 4 179 2
30 4 80 4 130 2 180 3
31 4 81 4 131 2 181 4
32 4 82 4 132 3 182 1
33 4 83 2 133 4 183 4
34 3 84 1 134 2 184 3
35 3 85 1 135 1 185 4
36 1 86 2 136 4 186 1
37 1 87 3 137 3 187 3
38 4 88 4 138 2 188 3
39 1 89 1 139 2 189 2
40 2 90 2 140 4 190 4
41 3 91 3 141 3 191 3
42 4 92 4 142 2 192 1
43 3 93 2 143 1 193 4
44 1 94 1 144 2 194 2
45 3 95 1 145 3 195 2
46 2 96 2 146 1 196 3
47 3 97 3 147 4 197 3
48 2 98 4 148 3 198 4
49 1 99 4 149 2 199 3
50 2 100 2 150 4 200 1
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